
Spotlight on the Tri-Stake 
FamilySearch Center Open House

• Held on Saturday, April 15, 2023
• 6:30 to 8:00 pm
• 667 N. 600 E., Provo, Utah
Come Climb the Family Tree

Sponsored by Provo East, Oak 
Hills, and Sharon East Stakes.

PowerPoint Version

https://www.provoeastfhc.org/Rob/openhouse.pptx


Sister McCracken 
led the way with 
different colored 
footsteps taking 
us to various 
challenge 
activities.





Greeters handed out written instructions on 
how to proceed…



Challenges were explained to families as they 
arrived.  The group leaders in Room 1.



How strong are you?  Stick Pull Competition



Stick Pull Champions



Roll the Hoop



The four-
generation
challenge.



New FamilySearch Center – Gratitude for 
Consultants and 5 billion new records to study.



Ward consultant 
points out new 
touch screen 
computers to 
visitors in the 
center.



Three generations downloading a new FamilySearch 
Tree App as a challenge in Room 3.



Room 3 prepared 
challengers to find a 

pioneer and earn 
another challenge 

point.



Room 4 taught how to  
find a pioneer on your 
tree or how you are 
related to others in the 
room.



Setting a Temple Appointment, Printing a 
Temple card, Coloring Details of a Temple.

In Room 5, 
volunteers from 
3 wards 
answered 
questions 
regarding temple 
work.



Visitors dressed like pioneers for 
the Photo Shoot in Room 6 and 
earned challenge points to win a 
root beer float.



Competition was great for the Pioneers 
families.  Everyone won a prize.

Pace family pioneers Smith family pioneers



A happy pioneer pulling her handcart exemplifies 
the joy of service!!!



Winner of the 
Photo Shoot  
competition for 
dressing faster 
than anyone 
else!!!



Coaxing a Little Pioneer to Share a Smile.



What can you do 
when dad is too 
tall to spoof!

Head for the 
awards stage.

And earn a Root 
Beer Float.



Learning how important localities are for finding 
your relatives was shown as families were guided 
to the food tables.

And studying old 
maps of how our 
ancestor’s home 
lands changed 
during their life 
time, helped us 
appreciate our life 
today.



Linguist explains details on 1680s map.



SURPRISE!  Pioneers 
rarely had a feast like this 
with chicken croissant  
sandwiches, veggies, 
chips, cookies, AND Root 
Beer Floats!

After the 30 minute 
challenges, people who 
may had not have seen 
each other in years could 
linger and visit.



Servers of the food.  All the 
challengers were so appreciative.



Tables filled up as winners of the challenges 
were announced.



Finding relatives, making friends, sharing 
memories---FamilySearch brings us together.

Temple & Family 
History Leads

Photographers

Consultants,
Hosts, Cheer-
leaders, 
Patrons, all 
having fun.



President Barton, Provo East Stake Presidency, 
draws the names of the challenge winners.



Donated prizes were announced by President 
Barton.  Children’s temple drawings were 
displayed in front of the stage.

What was most 
memorable 
about the entire 
event were the 
smiles we saw 
throughout the 
hour and a half 
open house.



Everyone Created a Family Memory…Sister Missionaries, Senior 
Couples, FamilySearch Consultants, and Quorum, Relief Society, 

Primary, Young Women, and Aaronic Priesthood leaders.



Thanks to the Worker Bees & Planners



Thanks to I.T. expert & his spouse



Queen Bee – Jennifer McCracken & Family
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